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ABOUT US Founded in 1975 with a challenge of pursuing excellent global company.

Products available of various sensors, EPAS Controller, electric accelerator pedals 
and forward and reverse levers and various switches with the hall effect technology.

  Our technology will significantly be contributed to customers for product 
competitiveness such as cost, fuel savings and optimized design.

 ISO 9002/14002 and ISO / TS16949 certified quality systems.

In-house automatic SMT line and technology center in Seoul.

Expertise in CATIA, Auto CAD and CAN Bus etc.  

Products available for industrial vehicle, construction machine, agricultural 
equipment and general industrial vehicles of airport, golf car, sweeper  / scrubber, 
utility, light-on-road, aerial work platform and commercial vehicle and automotive etc.

DONG-SHU CONTROL CO.,LTD.
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“  With an infinite of possibilities, 

challenge and passion,

Dong Suh Control will be our best 

to maximize customer value and 

excellent quality.”
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MAJOR CUSTOMERS

HEAVY 
INDUSTRIAL 
VEHICLE

AUTOMOTIVE 
&
COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLE

OTHERS

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

OVERSEA

•   Industrial
   Vehicle

•  Construction 
   Equipment

•  Agricultural
   Machinery

•   Aerial Work
   Platform

•  Industrial  
   Equipment

•  Lifts
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SMT LINE 



PRODUCTS
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ELECTRIC ACCELERATION PEDAL

1)    DP10 Electric accel pedal
2)    DP20 Electric accel pedal
3)    DP30 Electric accel pedal
4)     DP40 Electric accel pedal
5)    DP50 Electric accel pedal
6)    DP60 Electric accel pedal
7)    Linkage type accel
8)    Electric pedal
9)    Electric mono pedal

 The DP electric accel pedals combine the hall-effect technology with flexible 

mechanical designs to provide solutions for every application. It can be applied 

for a variable-purpose to meet the environmental demands applied to most 

demanding heavy duty applications like off-highway of industrial vehicle, 

agricultural equipment, and aerial work platform etc.
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DIRECTIONAL & TURN SIGNAL LEVER SWITCHES

FLUID LEVEL SENDERS & GAGES

1)    Fluid level switch
2)    Coolant level switch

The directional & turn signal Levers have non-contacted electrical system with 

the hall-effect technology and it gives the driver more comfortable, durable 

reliability and stable operation by reducing noise and failure at operating.

The fluid level sender and gage are designed to monitor and control the level of 

operating fluid and coolant and to ensure that storage tank is working within 

safe working limits.

1 2
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLE, AUTOMOTIVE & EV (GOLF CAR)

1)    DP30 Electric accel pedal 
       (Hang on type) 
2)    DC/DC converter 
3)    DP20 Electric accel pedal
4)     Digital tachograph
5)    Intarder brake lever switch
6)    Brake stop lamp &

Cruise control switch

These products can be used for commercial vehicle, automotive and EV like golf 

car which requires high technology and durable reliability. 

Digital tachograph can automatically store the digital data of speed data, RPM, 

GPS data and the driver’s activity like braking by the tachograph system and the 

digital data can be analyzed by computer. 

DC-DC converter is converted from DC 24, 36, 48, 72 and 80 volts of battery to 

DC12 and DC13.5 volts and it can be used for lamps and accessories.

Intarder brake lever switch is used for operating the braking system with the 

intarder function on the commercial vehicle.

Brake stop lamp and cruise control switch give the driver more comfortable, 

durable reliability and stable operation by reducing noise and failure with the 

hall effect technology.
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The magnetic pickup rpm sensors are mostly used to sense passing tooth on 

the flywheel to measure engine rpm and it is used with tachometers, speed 

switches and engine controls to give accurate and reliable measurement of 

engine speed.

The relays are a variable-purpose designed for pre-heater, air heater and starter 
on the engine system and contactor of EPAS used on the industrial vehicle.

MAGNETIC RPM PICK-UP SENSORS

RELAYS
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The electric joysticks are a variable-purpose designed to meet the environmental 
demands of the off-highway vehicles. It is applied to most demanding heavy 
duty applications like off-highway of industrial vehicle, agricultural equipment 
and aerial work platform etc.

JOYSTICK LEVERS & SWITCHES

1)    Electric joystick
2)    Hand throttle lever
3)    Loader joystick
4)     Order picker lever switch
5)    Hydraulic control lever
       with switches
6)    Fingertip lever switch
7)    Accel dial switch
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EPAS (ELECTRIC POWER ASSISTED STEERING) PACKAGE

1)    Actuator assembly
2)    Controller
3)    Torque sensor
4)     Contractor
5)    Filter assembly

The EPAS (Electric Power Assisted Steering) package is ideal for class Ⅱ and Ⅲ 

material handling vehicles such as reach trucks, order pickers, stackers, ‘man 

up’ warehouse trucks and other similar industrial vehicles.

1 2
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SENSORS & SWITCHES

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER & DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGE 

The rotary angle sensors have the hall effect technology to supply reliable and 
repeatable angular position information and the time delay relay can be used for 
a variable-purpose of applications including event sequencing, instrument 
control and alarm circuits etc.

1)    Rotary angle sensor
2)    Pressure switch
3)    Linear position sensor
4)     Time delay relays

1)    Data management
2)    Instrument cluster

The date management package allows easier and more effective control of 

drivers' working hours and truck maintenance. The instrument cluster is a 

display unit showing vehicle or equipment information such as speed, rpm, fuel 

amount, coolant temperature and other warning information.

1 2
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The steering columns and a wheel are available for most demanding heavy duty 
applications like off-highway of construction equipment, industrial vehicle and 
agricultural equipment etc.

1)    Wheel (`Ø350mm Urethane)
2)    Steering columns

STEERING COLUMNS & WHEEL

The electric vehicle controller can be used for the purpose to warn the conditions of 
operator’s seat on/off and service brake on/off etc. on the industrial vehicle and the 
VC100 hydraulic controller is a general-purpose programmable controller designed 
to withstand the heavy duty environmental demands of the off-highway vehicles.

1)    Electric controller
2)    Electric controller
3)    VC100 Hydraulic controller

ELECTRIC CONTROLLER & HYDRAULIC CONTROLLER

1

1
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1)    DC/DC converter
2)    Engine stop solenoid
3)    Horn button switch

OTHERS

DSC armrest package has the ergonomic layout of all the controls and the 
adjustability so the operator can feel comfortable. Also, we can design and 
supply the armrest to meet customer’s requirement.

The engine stop solenoid is designed to meet continuous duty operation in the 
most several engine environments and the horn button switch can be used for 
material handling, construction and sweeper/scrubber etc.

COMFORT ARMREST

1 32
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